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SAMMANFATTNING 
Röststyrningen blir vanligare och numera är den också möjligt att använda i individuella appar för               
smartphones. Det har dock inte tidigare undersökts för vilka uppgifter det ur ett användbarhetsperspektiv              
är att föredra framför pekskärmsinteraktion. För att undersöka det skapades ett röstinterface för en radio               
och podcast applikation som redan hade ett pekskärmsinterface. Röstinterfacet testades också med            
användare för att förbättra dess användbarhet. Efter det gjordes ett test där deltagarna blev ombedda att                
utföra samma uppgift med både pekskärm- och röstinterface. Den tid de tog på sig uppmättes och                
deltagarna betygsatte upplevelsen av att utföra uppgiften på en skala. Slutligen blev de tillfrågade om               
vilken interaktionsmetod de föredrog. 

För de flesta av de testade uppgifterna var röstinteraktion snabbare och fick högre betyg. Det ska dock                 
noteras att i fall då användaren inte har specifika uppgifter att utföra kan det vara svårare för dem att                   
veta vad en röststyrd app kan och inte kan göra än när de använder pekskärm. Många användare                 
uttryckte också att de var motvilliga till att använda röstkommandon i allmänna utrymmen av rädsla för                
att verka underliga. Dessa resultat kan tillämpas på radio/podcast appar och, i mindre utsträckning, appar               
för att titta på TV-serier och spela musik.  
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ABSTRACT 
Today voice recognition is becoming mainstream and nowadays it         
is also possible to include in individual smartphone apps.         
However, it has not previously been investigated for which tasks          
it is preferable from a usability perspective to use voice          
recognition rather than touch. In order to investigate this, a voice           
user interface was created for a smartphone radio application,         
which already had a touch interface. The voice user interface was           
also tested with users in order to improve its usability. After that,            
a test was conducted where the participants were asked to perform           
the same tasks using both the touch and voice interface. The time            
they took to complete the tasks was measured and the participants           
rated the experience of completing the task on a scale. Finally,           
they were asked which interaction method they preferred. 

For most of the tasks tested, the voice interaction was both faster            
and got a higher rating. However, it should be noted that in a case              
where users don’t have specific tasks to perform it might be           
harder for them to know what a voice controlled app can and            
cannot do than when they are using touch. Many users also           
expressed that they were reluctant to use voice commands in          
public spaces out of fear of appearing strange. These results can           
be applied to other radio/podcast apps and, to a lesser extent, app            
for watching TV series and playing music. 

Keywords 
voice user interface, voice command, natural language user        
interface, voice search, voice assistant 

1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
At the end of the 1980s so called natural language user interfaces            
(NLUIs) started to appear, according to Michos et al (1996). They           
provided an alternative to the standard command line interface         
used for example in UNIX and DOS. Rather than having to           
remember that the command for creating a directory in Unix is           
“mkdir”, a user could just write: “Create a directory called          
Documents” and get the same result. This would take longer to           
write but would make it possible for users not familiar with the            
command language to use the system. 

According to Pearl (2016) Voice user interfaces (VUIs) became         
more common in the early 2000s in the form of interactive voice            
response (IVR) systems. These were phone systems in which the          
users could talk to a computer and perform the same tasks they            
would previously perform talking to a human operator over the          
phone. These systems were often designed to imitate human         
conversations and the user commonly replied to questions asked         
by the computer. 

Pearl claims that we are in now could be known as the second era              

of NLUIs and VUIs in which mobile apps like Siri, Google Now            
and Cortana, which combine visual and auditory information and         
voice-only devices such as the Amazon Echo and Google Home          
are becoming mainstream. 

Voice control is no longer exclusive to dedicated voice control          
apps. It is now possible for developers to use a voice control            
interface for any app. However, it has not previously been          
investigated in which cases it is beneficial to do so from a            
usability perspective. 

1.2 Problem definition 
The objective of the study is to investigate for which types of            
tasks, within a smartphone radio application, using voice        
commands provides a better user experience than using the         
touchscreen. 

1.3 Expected scientific results 
My hypothesis was that touch interaction would be faster and give           
a better user experience than touch interaction except in cases          
where touch interaction would require several taps and keyboard         
input. In these cases, voice interaction would be faster and and           
give a better user experience.  

1.4 Principal 
The thesis was carried out at Isotop, an IT consultancy company           
based in Stockholm, Sweden. They are hired by the Swedish          
Radio (SR) to create the Sveriges Radio Play app for iOS and            
Android.  

2. THEORY AND CONCEPTS 
2.1 Usability testing - Voice user interfaces 
In her book “Designing Voice User Interfaces: Principles of         
Conversational Experiences” (2016) Cathy Pearl gives advice on        
how to conduct usability testing for voice user interfaces. She          
mentions several principles that applies to usability testing in         
general, such as testing on users as similar to the target group as             
possible and studying what is good and bad in existing interfaces.           
She also advises not to have all users perform the tasks in the             
same order, since the earlier tasks performed might influence how          
people perform later tasks. Instead, it is better to use a latin square             
so that the task order is varied. 

It is a good idea to ask the participants questions both after each             
task and at the end of the test. Quantitative questions commonly           
use the Likert Scale (“strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”) and          
the questions alternate between being positive (“The system is         
easy to use”) and negative (“The system is confusing”).         
Additionally, there could be open-ended questions such as “How         
do you think the system could be improved?”. 
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Specifically for testing of voice user interfaces, she recommends         
writing the tasks carefully and avoiding mentioning command        
words or strategies for completing the tasks. The tasks should also           
not give away too much and only provide the essential          
information the user needs to complete them. Additionally, it is          
important to test whether the users understand that they can talk to            
the system. Apart from this, the common usability testing         
methodology think-aloud, in which the user speaks what they are          
experiencing, doesn’t work very well for testing VUIs since the          
users speak to interact with the system.  

In the early stages of design, Dybkjær and Bernsen (2001)          
proposes using a “Wizard of Oz” test, which is a test of something             
that actually doesn’t work and a human behind the scenes gives           
the illusion of a working system. According to them, this can be            
used to gather valuable data. They emphasize the need to start the            
evaluation as early as possible and continue evaluating throughout         
the development. 

2.2 Designing voice user interfaces 
Pearl (2016) explains that voice controlled apps have many         
similarities with so called IVR systems which are bots spoken to           
over the phone. The main difference between Voice Controlled         
apps and IVR systems is that voice controlled apps also have a            
visual component, which can be used to convey additional         
information to the user. Often this can be used to indicate the            
current state of the voice interaction, such as whether the app is            
listening or display in real time what speech the app has           
recognized until that point. 

Additionally, Pearl gives general advice on how to design a voice           
user interface. An important consideration is keeping track of the          
context. If the user in the previous command talked about a           
person, the user should in the next command be able to refer to             
this person as he or she and the system should be able to             
understand who the user is talking about. The context could also           
be what the user is currently doing, for example saying “Go back”            
might mean “Go back to the previous page” when navigating and           
“Go to the previous song” when playing music. Bouzid and Ma           
(2013) describes the context as the turn owner (who is currently           
speaking), the state of the conversation and the information         
collected so far. 

Pearl (2016) also talks about so called N-best lists, which are lists            
returned by the voice recognition engine holding possible        
alternatives of what the user might have said. These can be useful            
to check if the most likely answer presented by the voice           
recognition engine is not a valid command.  

Additionally, Bouzid and Ma (2013) emphasize the importance of         
signaling the current state of a speech based app, such as whether            
it is idle, listening, processing or speaking. 

2.3 Spoken language understanding 
One of the most important issues is identifying the type of tasks            
that the users is trying to do. According to Bellegarda (2014), two            
major frameworks used for this task are the statistical framework          
and the rule-based framework. Tur and De Mori (2011) refer to           
the same frameworks as the data-based and knowledge-based        
frameworks. 

Bellegarda further states that in the statistical framework,        
probabilistic methods are used on suitable training data in order to           
understand the user’s intent. More specifically, a partially        
observable Markov decision process (POMDP) is often used. A         
Markov decision process involves a number of states and different          

actions that with certain probabilities will lead to other states.          
States are also associated with a reward. You start at a specific            
state and can then calculate which actions to take to maximize the            
probability to get a certain reward. With a partially observable          
Markov decision process, you do not know for certain which state           
you start at. Instead, there are certain probabilities you start at           
each state. This makes for a more complicated calculation of how           
to get the highest reward.  

The rule-based framework, according to Bellegarda, is rooted in         
artificial intelligence. It is based on rule sets where each rule           
consists of a condition and an action. Data and events from user            
input are also inserted into a facts store, which manages facts. For            
example, regarding meetings there might be a rule saying that          
they shall contain a date, one or more persons and a location and             
that they might contain a topic.  

Bellegarda also argue that the statistical approach is better for          
understanding free speech while the rule based framework is         
better for understanding input for specific tasks. He also states          
that Apple’s Siri uses both of these two frameworks and combines           
them to try to get the best outcome.  

According to Tur and De Mori, in 2011, in commercial          
application the rule-based framework was usually used while the         
statistical framework was more commonly used in research. 

2.4 Usage of VUIs in public spaces 
According to Milanesi (2016) only 6 % of users in the USA use             
voice user interfaces in public. However, 39 % of users use it at             
home and 51 % in the car. This is because many users feel             
uncomfortable talking to their phones in public spaces. Malanesi         
further states that there are cultural differences in this area and           
that it is more acceptable to talk loudly on the phone in the USA              
than in Europe or Asia. These differences are likely to impact how            
VUIs develops in different regions. The reason VUIs are used          
more in cars is largely that it enables the users to control their             
devices when their hands are occupied driving. 

2.5 Flexibility and the uncanny valley 
In his keynote speech at Interspeech 2006, Michael Phillips         
proposed applying the uncanny valley theory by Masahiro Mori         
(1970) to voice interaction systems (cited by Pieraccini et al.          
2009).  

According to the theory, when the speech dialogue system has a           
low flexibility there are clear constraints on what a user can and            
cannot say. As long as the user can understand these constraints,           
the system is fairly usable. An example of this is a train booking             
system which asks specific questions about origin, destination,        
time etc. Increasing the flexibility slightly will only improve the          
usability. 

However, if the system starts to get even more flexible and the            
constraints on what the user can say become unclear, the usability           
of the system drops. This is because the user no longer knows            
what he or she can say and is likely to resort to speaking more              
freely which the system might not understand. This goes on until           
the system becomes so flexible it is able to communicate like a            
real human being at which point the usability skyrockets (as          
shown in Figure 1). Unfortunately, achieving this level of         
flexibility is no easy task. This means that, unless the system can            
be made extremely flexible, it is better to stop at a slightly lower             
level of flexibility. 
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Moore (2017) takes this concept further and argues that each          
component in a spoken dialogue system must be aligned to the           
component with the lowest performance. This means that,        
according to him, a system which behaves like a robot should also            
sound like a robot, in order to not confuse the users. 

2.6 Multi-modal interfaces for enhancing 
voice-enabled mobile search 
In voice enabled mobile search, according to Feng et al. (2011),           
various multi-modal approaches are often employed in order to         
improve the experience for the end user. For activating voice          
enabled mobile search it is common to include either a “click and            
hold” or “push to talk” button. When using click and hold there is             
both a clear entry point and a clear endpoint to the collection of             
speech. This means that there is no risk that the system will keep             
listening due to background noise but the user’s hand is tied up            
during the process. On the other hand, using push to talk the            
system has to figure out when the user has stopped talking, using            
different methods. 

A drawback to both of these approaches in apps is that they both             
require that the user first navigates to voice search using touch.           
On the contrary, when using a so called hotphrase, which activates           
speech recognition when spoken, voice commands can be used on          
whatever screen the user is currently at.  

Switching between modes is also useful for error correction, for          
example the user might switch to using touch to overcome an           
error in a voice search query, continue Feng et al. Additionally,           
they mention that several types of interaction might be used for           
the search query itself, for example in the Speak4it application the           
user can draw a circle on a map while saying “Italian restaurants            
near here”. 

Another example of a multi modal interface can be found in the            
system for interactive TV described by Balchandran et al. (2008).          
In that system, a user can control an interactive TV by using a             
combination of speech and the remote control. For example a user           
can first search for programs using their voice to see a list of             
results on screen. Then they can select the number of the episode            
they want to watch by using the number pad on the remote            
control. 

2.7 Similar works 
Freitas et al. (2007) investigated which tasks (such as making a           
phone call or opening an application) are completed faster using a           
touch interface (with a stylus) compared to using voice control.          

The participants were using a mobile device with the Windows          
Mobile operative system. In the study the researchers found that,          
in most cases, the tasks were completed faster with voice          
interaction. Notable exceptions included checking the calendar       
and manipulating media, where the touch interaction was slightly         
faster. However, it should be noted that most of the participants in            
the study were not used to touch interaction and that both the            
touch and the voice interaction used in mobile devices has          
changed significantly since 2007. 

3. METHOD 
The method consisted of two main parts. The first one was to            
create a usable voice user interface for the Sveriges Radio Play           
app (https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=se.sr.android).  
That app was chosen because it provides a large amount of audio            
content to search for. Creating it included not only coding but also            
various tests to ensure that the interface was fairly usable. The           
results from these were used to improve the interface. The second           
step was to compare the created voice interface with the existing           
touch interface. 

3.1 Prototyping the visual user interface 

The initial idea of the visual user interface was having a menu            
option within the Swedish Radio Play app which took the user to a             
voice command screen. Once there, users would start the voice          
recognition by pressing the microphone icon (push to talk). A          
transcription of what the system understood as well as a volume           
indicator would be shown to give feedback to the user. A           
prototype of this is shown in Figure 2 

 

After discussing this with colleagues from Isotop and SR, some of           
which were professional UX designers, another approach was        
chosen. To enable users to activate voice recognition from any          
screen or even when they were not holding the device I decided to             
use a hotphrase to trigger voice recognition. Uttering the         
hotphrase would then bring up a window with a transcription of           
what was as well as a volume indicator. Since not everybody           
might be interested in voice recognition, the hotphrase detection         
had to be turned on at the settings-page. After further discussion           
with colleagues, the prototype shown in figure 3 was created. In           
this prototype the user can activate voice recognition in         
“Settings”. Speaking the hotphrase will bring up a voice command          
window where the user can speak. 
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3.2 “Wizard of Oz” test 
In order to find out what users would say when they tried to             
control voice controlled version of Sveriges Radio Play I         
conducted a so called Wizard of Oz test. The participants started           
by filling in a very short survey about whether they have used            
Sveriges Radio Play before and how used they are to controlling           
apps with voice commands. 

In the actual test the participants were using an Android phone           
which was remote controlled by me while I was sitting in another            
room. The phone was in an ongoing Skype call with me but I had              
the microphone muted on my end. The participants were         
instructed to act like the Sveriges Radio Play app was voice           
controlled. They had several tasks on paper that they were asked           
to complete by only issuing voice commands. They were wearing          
a headset and they were not allowed to actually touch the phone.            
The written tasks were formulated in such a way that there was no             
obvious command to give within the text for the task itself. When            
they issued a voice command, I remote controlled the phone to do            
as they commanded. Everything they said was recorded. 

Through this test I was able to get an understanding of what            
people might say when they try to do certain tasks in Sveriges            
Radio Play and which commands users expect it to understand. 

3.2.1 Results 
The Wizard of Oz test made it clear that people use many            
different expressions to express the same thing. For example,         
people said (translated from Swedish) “Play P3”, “Start P3”,         
“Now I want to hear P3”, “Stream P3” etc. when they wanted to             
play the P3 radio channel. This made it necessary to include the            
possibility to say the same command in a variety of different           
ways. All the expressions that was used by anybody during the           
Wizard of Oz tests were later included in the app. 

3.3 Creating the voice controlled 
interaction 
The app was created for Android using the platform’s Java-like          
programming language. The Android operating system was       
selected since it is a widely used system for smartphones. When           
coding the voice controlled interaction I used the source code of           
the original Sveriges radio play app and added the option to use            
voice controlled interaction. I have access to that source code          
thanks to working with the company Isotop which is building the           
application.  

The voice recognition used was the one that’s built into the           
Android SDK, which uses Google’s voice recognition service. In         
order to make it possible to use voice interaction from any page as             
well as when the hands are occupied, a hotphrase was used to            
activate the voice command interface. This means that the app          
started listening to commands only after a specific word was          
identified. However, continually streaming audio from the       
microphone to Google for identifying the hotphrase would both         
cause excessive data usage and raise privacy concerns. For this          
reason I used an open source C library called “Snowboy”          
(https://github.com/kitt-ai/snowboy), which performs offline    
hotphrase detection. This way, audio is only sent to Google’s          
servers once the hotphrase has been detected and only until the           
user has stopped given his or her command. 

The detection of the phrase brings up a window where the user            
can see a transcription of the speech that the system has detected            
thus far. Error messages, such as when the system doesn’t          
understand what the user says or means or when there is no            
internet connection, are also shown in that window. The app can           
also convey this information verbally (using text-to-speech) if this         
had been turned on in settings. 

Apart from this, the prototype included a volume indicator to give           
additional feedback to user. Unfortunately, this was not possible         
to add using the voice recognition built in to Android. The visual            
user interface is shown in figure 4. 

Once the user has stopped speaking, Google’s voice recognition         
API returns a list of possible strings containing what the user           
might have said, with the most likely one first. In order to            
understand the intended meaning, a rule based approach is used.          
Each command that is possible in the app has a specific file in             
which it is checked if that command is the one the user intended             
to execute. For most commands, the check is done with regular           
expressions. The regular expressions use a multitude of alternative         
words as well as optional words in order to match different ways            
of saying the same thing.  

Since many commands could start with different ways of saying          
“Play”, a variable was created which holds some of these. Here is            
an English version of it: 
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{play} = start listening to|start 
playing|listen to|play|turn 
on|start|stream|hear|give me 

Below are English versions of the two regexes used for playing           
the latest episode of a program. Both of these are checked against            
when determining if that was the user’s command. Before these          
regexes are used, phrases like “I would like to” and “Now I want             
to” have already been removed 

(?:{play})?(?: )?(?:the )?(?:latest|newest) 
(?:episode |part )?(?:of |from 
)?(?<PROGRAM>.+?) 

 
(?:{play})?(?: )?(?<PROGRAM>.+?) 
(?:the)?(?:latest|newest) (?:episode|part) 

 
Matching strings could be: “Start the newest episode of X”, “The           
latest X” or “X the latest episode”. X will then will be extracted             
and compared to the names of known programs. Note that the           
above code is an English version which was created solely for           
illustrating the concept. Thus, it has not been tested on users. 

Apart from this, the app also understands context. For example if           
the user previously mentioned a program, he or she can order the            
app to play the latest episode and the app will play the latest             
episode from the previously mentioned program. 

The commands possible include playing a channel, playing the         
latest episode of a program, playing a random episode of a           
program, playing the n:th episode, increasing the volume, jumping         
to a specific time as well as pause and play. It is also possible to               
search for an episode name from a program (“Play a P3           
Documentary about X”) or find episodes from a specific time          
period (such as “September 2014”, “this year” or “last Tuesday”).          
If these queries find just one result that episode will be played            
directly and if they find several they will be shown in a list as well               
as read out. 

3.4 User testing the voice controlled 
interaction 
In order to make sure the voice controlled interaction was good           
enough, user tests were performed with five different participants         
aged 30-50, two women and three men, all native speakers of           
Swedish. With help from the public service Swedish radio (SR), I           
was able to use a specialized agency to find suitable test           
participants for testing the voice controlled interaction. I also         
tested together with a UX designer who had considerable         
experience in doing user testing. As with the “Wizard of Oz” test            
the tasks were formulated in such a way that they did not contain             
any obvious command to give within the text for the tasks.           
Towards the end we also allowed the participants say whatever          
they wanted to the app. 

The objective of the study was threefold, first and foremost to           
make sure the system could understand when the participants tried          
to do something that the system supports. Secondly, it was          
important to see if they were able to understand the visual user            
interface and knew when they were able to speak. Thirdly, we           
wanted to know which commands the users expected the system          
to understand. 

3.4.1 Results 
Several flaws were discovered during the user testing of the voice           
controlled interaction. The most obvious flaw was how the system          

handled cases where participants only said the program name and          
did not specify what to play from it. This happened mostly in            
cases where the test participants were instructed to play the latest           
episode of a program. When hearing only the name of a program,            
the version of the app used during the test would go to the             
program page in the SR Play App. After this, the participants did            
not understand how to proceed from there. They just kept          
rephrasing the same command: “Play [program name]”, “Listen to         
[program name]” etc. The app was then already at the program           
page and would not play anything as the participants hadn’t stated           
what to play for the program. This was observed for all the            
participants, although in some cases they finally figured out that          
they should explicitly say that they want to listen to the latest            
episode. This problem was later solved by having the app play the            
latest episode in these cases. 

There were also issues with how the app communicated that it did            
not understand. The version of the app used during the tests           
showed a red question mark after the recognized text in case the            
command was not understood. This was not enough of an          
indicator for the participants and they became insecure of what the           
app was actually doing when the app failed to understand them. It            
also became apparent that the app needed to give different          
feedback if the command was not understood and if no results           
were found. This was later solved by adding short red texts in the             
dialogs about what went wrong. 

3.5 Comparing the interaction types 
After making sure that the voice controlled interaction was fairly          
usable, I conducted the tests to compare the existing touch          
interaction in the app to the voice interaction I had created. 

The tests were performed on seven participants 20-40 years old,          
two women and five men who were native speakers of Swedish.           
The participants started out by filling out a short survey about           
their usage of the voice and touch interactions, their previous          
usage of the touch version of the app as well as how much they              
listen to the Swedish radio in any way. After that the participants            
were asked to perform certain tasks using both touch and voice           
interactions. The interaction type and task order was designed in a           
latin square in order to minimise learnability and other biases. 

How long it took for the participants to perform the task was            
measured using a stopwatch. After having completed the task,         
they were also asked to rate their experience completing it from           
one to five where one was a very poor experience and five a very              
good one. The reason I used a scale from one to five rather than a               
likert scale was to avoid having to read the selectable options each            
time. 

The tasks that were included in the test were:  

● Play channel 
● Play the latest episode of a program 
● Play a specific episode of program (by title) 
● Playing P4 (local channel) 
● Play an episode by its number (such as fifth episode) 
● Play an episode from a week day 
● Search and play 

The P4 channel has different regional versions which means the          
participants had to choose which version of P4 they wanted to           
listen to. In the touch-version this was done using a dropdown list            
and in the voice version the app verbally asked them to choose            
one. 

In the final task the participants had to first search for information            
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within the app and then use this information to play a specific            
episode. This task was different for voice and touch since they           
would otherwise already have the information the second time         
they did the task. With touch, they were supposed to find a            
summer podcast with the artist who describes himself as “cool and           
mysterious”. With voice, they were supposed to find a summer          
podcast with the writer of the book “Ond Kemi” (Evil Chemistry).  

After performing all the tasks, they were asked which interaction          
type they would prefer to use. 

4. RESULTS 
Figure 5 shows the average time taken to complete each task           
using touch and voice respectively. The average interaction rating         
given by the participants for each task is shown in figure 6. 

 

 

For most tasks, voice controlled performed slightly better with         
regard to both time and rating. One exception to this is the search             
by number (such as the fifth episode). A possible reason for this is             
that the natural language processor did not understand a common          
way that the participantsexpressed this, which meant that they had          
to keep reformulating until the system understood them. For the          
search by weekday task, it should also be noted that the touch            
interface did not support searches by date. Instead, the participants          
had to scroll through all the episodes of the program back to that             
date. This could have had an impact on the results for that task. 

Figure 7 shows the total number of failures (when the participants           
weren't able to complete a task). These results were not included           
in the results shown in figure 5 and 6. 

 

 

As seen in figure 7, five participants were not able to complete the             
search task using the voice interaction. The task was, as          
previously mentioned, to play a summer podcast with the author          
of the book “Ond Kemi” (Evil Chemistry). The participants         
expected this to work with a single command and kept saying           
“Play a summer podcast with the author of the book Ond Kemi”.            
It didn’t occur to them to tell the app to search for the term “Ond               
kemi” to find the author's name and then tell ask the app to play              
the summer podcast using the name they found. However, several          
of the participants who failed the task using voice thought of           
searching when faced with a similar task using touch. 

The final question asked in the test was which interaction type           
they preferred and why. Several participants said they were         
reluctant to use voice commands in public spaces out of fear of            
being perceived as strange. Some participants said that they would          
use voice recognition when they were alone while others stated          
that they would still use touch, to avoid having to switch between            
interaction types. 

5. DISCUSSION 
It appears that voice control in general is faster and gives a better             
user experience than using touch. This contradicts my hypothesis         
which was that voice would only be faster and give a better user             
experience in cases where touch interaction would require several         
taps or keyboard input. 

However, it should be noted that in my tests, the participants were            
given specific tasks to perform. Since they were given these tasks,           
they could assume that the system was able to perform them. If            
they had just been trying out the system without instructions, it           
would be significantly harder for them to know exactly what          
actions the system supported. With touch, on the other hand, they           
would have been able to see the possible actions by looking at            
clickable menu options and buttons. 

Since only one app was tested, the tests performed cannot be seen            
as a complete comparison of voice control and touch that applies           
to all apps. However, the tests show an example of the user            
experience for the two interaction types in a radio app. The           
knowledge could extend to other apps designed for finding         
radio/podcast content and also, to a lesser extent, apps designed to           
find episodes from TV series or even music. 

An important aspect to take into account as well is that all the             
participants in the tests had considerably more experience in using          
touch interfaces than they had using voice interfaces. This could          
have affected results. Additionally, the internet connection was        
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sometimes slow and irregular during testing and this might also          
have had an impact on the test results. 

Apart from this, setting the time of how long the system should            
wait before considering the speech input complete was not         
possible with the speech recognition built-in to Android. This         
caused problems for some users, since that made the system          
interrupt them after saying the hotphrase but before they started          
speaking. 

Additionally, the participants were likely aware that I had created          
the voice controlled interaction and for that reason it is possible           
that they, out of politeness, gave it a higher score than they would             
otherwise have given it. This should not impact the time          
measurements, however. 

The answers from participants about the reluctance to use voice          
commands in public spaces are in line with Milanesi’s findings          
from the USA regarding the social acceptability of voice         
commands in public spaces. Since only I and the participant were           
present during the tests, the results from them only apply in a            
private environment. 

5.1 Future work 
A proposal for future work could be to test this on more            
applications in order to get results that are less dependent on one            
specific touch and voice interface. It could also generate results          
for different types of tasks. Another option would be to compare           
voice user interfaces where the screen is visible and approaches          
where it is not. Additionally, investigating possible ways to let          
users know what voice controlled apps can and cannot do would           
also be an interesting project. Apart from this it could be           
investigated which interface is prefered in other situations such as          
in public and in the car. 

6. CONCLUSION 
For apps designed to find radio/podcast content, in cases where          
the users are familiar with what the app can do and they know             
what they want, a voice interface is generally faster and provides a            
better user experience than touch. However, there are tendencies         
which indicate that touch is faster in cases where the users don’t            
know exactly what they want. This applies only when the user in a             
private environment.  
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